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The MPF Webinar Series: The Law Firm of the Future

The Movement Toward Law Firm Ownership Reform
An MPF Webinar with Whitney Cunningham and Carson Pearson
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MPF PROGRAMS IN 2021

• MPF Webinar Series – First Wednesday @ 2pm ET
• MPF Virtual Conferences – February, June, December
• MPF Listserv and Conference Calls
• The MPF Weekly – Friday mornings
• MPF Website – www.ManagingPartnerForum.org
• The MPF Leadership Conference – May 5-6 in Atlanta *
• The MPF Fall Symposium – October 7 in Chicago *
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TODAY’S WEBINAR

• Introductions
• Registrant Survey Results
• Panel Discussion
• Live Audience Polling
• Your Questions
• Next MPF Webinar: Wednesday, February 3rd
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Managing Partner and Founder, Pearson Butler
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30 lawyers, 12 practice areas
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Successful entrepreneur
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Education:

Carson Pearson, Esq.

JD – Brigham Young University
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TODAY’S REGISTRANT SURVEY RESULTS

•

January 1-5, 2021

•

125 managing partners and firm leaders
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DOES YOUR FIRM OWN ANCILLARY BUSINESSES?

(125 firm leaders, Jan 1-5- 2021)

15%
Yes (firm)
7%
Yes (subset of partners)
No
77%

9

WILL MDPs BECOME COMMONPLACE?

(125 firm leaders, Jan 1-5- 2021)

68%

Yes

29%

Not sure

No

3%
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DO YOU PERSONALLY FAVOR MDPs?

(125 firm leaders, Jan 1-5- 2021)

37%

Yes

41%

Not sure

No

19%
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AUDIENCE POLLING QUESTION #1

How Many Lawyers Are with Your Firm?
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Future of Legal Services
Prof. William D. Henderson
Indiana University Maurer School of Law
Editor, Legal Evolution
Presented to

Arizona Task Force
on Legal Services
Jan 7, 2019
Phoenix, Arizona
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Chicago Lawyers
I

Chicago Lawyers
II
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% Change in Number of Employed Lawyers
by Practice Setting, 1997 to 2017
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Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics. Graph generated by Legal Evolution PBC
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Legal Evolution PBC
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Thomson Reuters Market Map
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Legal Evolution PBC
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Key Point #2:

Ethics rules create structure of
market
Rule 5.4
Limits on ownership
and co-venturing

Rule 5.5
Who can practice
law with ambiguity
on definition

Rules 7.2-7.3
Limits on marketing
that better match
lawyers with clients

• Rules only protect the minority of public who
can afford legal services
• Significantly reduces innovation.
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AUDIENCE POLLING QUESTION #2

Would you fee share with an accountant
or financial planner if the ethical rules allowed it?
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The Office Of Legal
Services Innovation
• Court has authorized 15
entities (in whole or in
part) to offer services in the
Sandbox in the first 75 days
• Applications come in at a
rate of approximately 2 per
week.
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Example of Approved
Applications
 Fee Splitting with Accounts and Financial
Planners
 Paying for Referrals
 100% Non-Attorney Owned Entities
 Non-Lawyer Providers
 Non-Lawyer Oversight
 Working with Credit Unions, Insurance
Companies, Venture Capital, National
Companies
 Phone Apps
 Online Form Based Business
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https://sandbox.utcourts.gov/approved
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The MPF Webinar Series: The Law Firm of the Future

The Movement Toward Law Firm Ownership Reform
An MPF Webinar with Whitney Cunningham and Carson Pearson
January 6, 2021 – 2:00-3:00pm ET
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AUDIENCE POLLING QUESTION #3

Our firm will increase its investment in these areas in
2021. (Click all that apply.)
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AUDIENCE POLLING QUESTION #4

Our firm will decrease its investment in these areas in
2021. (Click all that apply.)
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MPF GUIDANCE FOR FIRM LEADERS

• Demonstrate Care for People, Clients and Community
• Stay Educated and Updated
• Communicate Clearly and Frequently
• Keep Open Communication Lines
• Stay Cool, Calm and Collected
• Refer to the Experts
• Be Credible, Reliable and Intimate
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CONTACT US

Whitney Cunningham, Esq.
928.774.1478
wcunningham@awdlaw.com
Uri Gutfreund
212.826.9744
uri.gutfreund@risk-strategies.com
Carson Pearson, Esq.
801.495.4104
carson@pearsonbutler.com
John Remsen, Jr.
404.885.9100
jremsen@theremsengroup.com
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BY WHITNEY CUNNINGHAM

In Favor of Alternate Business Structures

The Arizona Supreme

Court Task Force proposes to eliminate
ER 5.4, which generally prohibits sharing fees with nonlawyers, and specifically
disallows nonlawyer ownership or managerial control of a law practice, is a good and
important proposal whose time has come.
Lawyers have been prohibited from partnering with nonlawyers for a long time, and
so too deliberations of whether they should
be. In 1982, the ABA’s Kutak Commission
proposed allowing alternate business structures in which lawyers might ply their trade
within organizations owned or managed by
nonlawyers so long as there would be no
interference with the lawyer’s independence
of professional judgment or with the client–
lawyer relationship, confidences would be
maintained, and fees would be fair.1
That proposal was rejected. Traditional
hierarchical law firm structures were preserved, and an entire generation’s worth of
entrepreneurship and innovation within the
legal industry quelled on pain of professional discipline.
There are good reasons why lawyers
should want to explore new ways of doing
business, several of which are contained in
the task force report. Most obvious may be
the large swath of our communities that are
WHITNEY CUNNINGHAM is a former President
of the State Bar of Arizona and is the managing
partner at Aspey Watkins & Diesel in Flagstaff.
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unable to access affordable legal services.
The proof, set forth elsewhere in this issue,
that the legal needs of many are unmet, is
compelling and unrebutted.
Ethics rules such as 5.4, by design, are
intended to restrict the ability of lawyers to
deploy innovative solutions to meet market
demands. This is done under a regime of
prophylactic limitations (no partnering with
nonlawyers, no fee-sharing with nonlawyers). The argument goes that professional
independence is key, so nonlawyers must not
be allowed to sway the judgments of lawyers.
The irony is that as lawyers we spend our
days helping clients navigate legal and moral
challenges, but we are apparently so lacking
in skills of self-reflection that we cannot navigate such challenges for ourselves. We must
be cocooned from the pernicious influence
of those who have not sat for the bar exam.
Eliminating ER 5.4 removes an unnecessary constraint and facilitates innovation.
To be clear, permitting alternate business
structures is not an access to justice initiative, though new structures may further that
goal better than all our collective sermonizing about the importance of pro bono work.

New partnerships will reach underserved
market segments to the benefit of legal
service consumers—and profitably for the
companies that do it well. Those practicing
in traditional law firms will no longer be required to repurpose their most skilled lawyers as business managers to run the firms.
They may instead partner with actual business managers and keep their skilled lawyers
doing what they do best. Current partnership structures and tax rules that more or
less mandate emptying operating accounts
at the end of each fiscal year are not conducive to raising capital, but new structures
that permit lawyers to team with capital
managers will improve the profession’s ability to compete in a capital-intensive marketplace. The list of advantages new business
structures will bring is as diverse as the businesses themselves are likely to be.
Some of these changes may be disruptive, but to block change to avoid disruption
is merely protectionist unless a compelling
case can be made that lawyers are unable to
navigate this new system. There is no compelling case of that. Consider that lawyers
who represent businesses often assist their
clients in partnering with others who bring
value, such as expertise or capital. Lawyers
create these partnerships by writing contracts that define who makes decisions, how
work gets done, and, if profits come, how
they are divided. For clients, these partnerships bring access to expertise, capital, innovation, technology, scalability and myriad
other advantages.

—continued on p. 36
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BY HON. PETER B. SWANN

The Case Against the Elimination of ER 5.4

This proposal is

important. It is as worthy of your attention as
any issue that has ever been discussed in
this publication. If adopted, it will permanently upend the Arizona legal system, with
no way back. After the many task forces and
rule changes that our profession has seen
over the past few years, it’s easy to get “rule
fatigue,” ignore the changes, and assume life
will just go on as usual. Not so here.
By opposing the alternative business
structure proposal, I am not (as the lead article might suggest) nostalgically clinging to a
Jimmy Stewart image of the legal profession
from years gone by. Nor am I of the view
that all is currently well with the legal profession. But the proposal currently before the
Supreme Court is the wrong medicine that
will make today’s problems seem quaint by
comparison. (Remember the ’80s, when private arbitration was going to save the world?)
Legal services are too expensive, and the
legal system has evolved to make resolution
of even simple disputes so slow and labor-intensive that most of the public is denied
meaningful access to the courts. The task
force was supposed to look for solutions to
these problems, and it is no small irony that
when lawyers gathered together under the
auspices of the Supreme Court, they turned
their attention to finding ways to enrich
themselves. (I suggested that the task force
look inward, at ways of streamlining court
processes to deliver justice efficiently, and
hope that a future task force will do so.)
As Mr. Cunningham acknowledges, this

w w w. a z b a r. o r g / A Z A t t o r n e y

is “not an access to justice initiative.” And
it truly has nothing to do with access to justice. Vague references to “innovation” and
“a capital-intensive marketplace” make good
fodder for brochures, but they do nothing to
explain how this proposal would benefit the
public or the profession. And they do nothing to explain why those with no concern for
fiduciary obligations (including disbarred
lawyers) should own the profession. Perhaps
that’s why no other state has adopted such
a proposal.
So what would this proposal do? It would
allow literally any individual or corporation,
foreign or domestic, to own law practices—as many as they want. As we all know, a
partner has a very different impact on a business than a lender. Businesspeople, including
lawyers, instinctively know that they have to
operate in a way that benefits their partners.
When those partners are lawyers, there is an
intrinsic understanding of what the profession requires. But when they are not, profit
becomes the sole motivation.
My roots are in the private sector, and
I embrace the notion that to boost profits,
one can: (1) raise rates, (2) cut costs and (3)

compete more effectively. So what would
this look like in a real practice?
Start with the insurance defense model.
Thanks to ER 1.5, a lawyer representing an
insured owes an undivided loyalty to the insured, despite the fact that the insurer pays
the bills. But the insurers are savvy consumers, and frequently limit the services that
they will pay for even if the client’s best interests demand more. Ask anyone who does
that work, and they will tell you that their
professional life is more difficult with such
restrictions and that they often fear for their
clients’ interests. (They also generally earn
less than other lawyers). Yet insurance companies have a critical attribute that investors
do not: They have skin in the game. An insurer has an incentive to win cases, because
it will ultimately bear the full cost of defeat.
While an insurer’s self-interest provides
an incentive to provide adequate representation, an investor’s self-interest does not.
An investor has no reason to care if a client
has prevailed—it cares only about whether
the value of its capital has been maximized.
Investors can be expected to require practice
—continued on p. 40

HON. PETER B. SWANN is the Chief Judge
of the Arizona Court of Appeals, Div. I. Judge
Swann served on the Task Force that advanced the
proposal to eliminate ER 5.4, as did Judge Maria
Elena Cruz of Division I. The views expressed here
are those of Judge Swann—they are not advanced
on behalf of the Court of Appeals.
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—continued from p. 35

techniques that represent the lowest cost,
not the best measures for a client. And if
the notion is that consumers will somehow
enjoy lower-cost services, the necessary consequence is that many lawyers will earn less
while working in a more regimented environment.
Under current law, lawyers owe an undivided fiduciary duty to their clients. Lawyers
who have partners are safe in the knowledge
that those partners, by virtue of their status
as lawyers, owe the same duties to their clients. The current proposal would shatter that
model. Lawyers in partnership with nonlawyers would take on new fiduciary duties to
their partners, and those duties will frequently conflict with the duties they owe to their
clients. In effect, the proposal creates conflicts
of interest rather than combats them.

The response by the proponents is that
lawyers already face tough challenges subordinating their personal interests to those of
clients, so what’s another challenge? Lawyers, under this view, already have ethical
spines of steel and are well-equipped to deal
with the challenges that partnerships with
nonlawyers will present.
Anyone who has spent time in the profession knows that this is wishful thinking.
Lawyers are already pushed to their psychological limits by the demands of the profession, and many would be unable to resist the
instructions of the entity writing their paycheck. Lawyers, after all, are human.
At best, the task force proposals are unfinished work. There is no provision for regulating the new entities it would create, only
an acknowledgment that entity regulation
is an important topic for future study.
That study is now in its early stages, and
4 Read Petition R-20-0034 and comment on it at:
includes ambitious goals for licensing
3
-00 https://www.azcourts.gov/
0
the new entities, deciding which busi2
Rules-Forum
Rness models to approve, and creation of
(under the sub-forum “Rules of the Supreme Court”).
a discipline system. While such regula-
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tions might go a long way to mitigating some of
the concerns I express here, they haven’t been
written, and a successful implementation would
mean the creation of an entirely new bureaucracy within the Supreme Court. The creation of
a new agency and a set of business-savvy rules
to guide it cannot be left as afterthoughts in a
footnote—they must be scrutinized by the bar
and the public before any credible case can be
made that this proposal does not present serious risks to the justice system.
One critical issue that even the anticipated
entity-regulation proposal does not address is
conflicts of interest. Under the proposal, there
is no meaningful impediment to nonlawyers
ignoring the conflict-of-interest rules that
now govern (and would still govern) lawyers.
A nonlawyer could own multiple firms—even
on different sides of the same case. In smaller communities, a nonlawyer could effectively monopolize the entire practice of law. And
nothing in the current proposed rules would
require transparency—a client would not need
to be told that her lawyer is in partnership
with an entity, much less one that might also
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be controlling the other side of the dispute.
Even without ownership of multiple law firms,
the prospect for real (and undisclosed) conflicts between the investors’ business interests
and the clients of the lawyers they control is
obvious.
Who owns these investors? We won’t know,
because the proposal includes no disclosure
requirements. Even lawyers working in one
of these law firms would not necessarily know
where the true capital is coming from. In federal court, lawyers must submit disclosure
statements concerning the ownership of their
corporate clients to ensure that the judges do
not have hidden conflicts. Under this proposal, the law firms themselves would carry an intrinsic risk of undisclosed conflicts. These are
real problems that the task force simply did not
address, and hopefully will be addressed in the
future code proposals.
Lawyers enjoy a privileged position in the
court system and are frequently referred to as
officers of the court. As a member of the court
system, I take that status very seriously. Indeed,
that judicial imprimatur is part of what lawyers
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have to sell, and the Court should resist the
suggestion that it make that status available
for sale by anyone and everyone. It is not
merely that a lawyer has managed to pass the
bar exam—a lawyer also undertakes a solemn oath to the legal system and endures
significant restrictions on his or her freedom
for the privilege of practicing law.
Most lawyers struggle mightily to fulfill
their duties under the current system, but
many already fall short. Yet under this proposal, entities who need not be identified,
and individuals who would never pass character and fitness, will be free to call the shots
for lawyers without any concern for ethical
rules. The response, again, is that lawyers
themselves are still bound by the rules and
can be trusted to say “no” to the demands
of their new partners. This is an inspiring
notion, but it is also completely unrealistic.
I acknowledge the possibility that with a
tight set of entity regulations, a meaningful
conflict of interest rule and mandated transparency, outside capital might be safely incorporated into the profession. But before

you, I or the Court form an opinion, these
rules must be written, published and scrutinized. Will those rules go far enough? Or
will they create a cumbersome mess of regulation that stifles the “innovation” we hope
for? The creation of a new regulated industry
is no small task, and these questions should
be answered before the proposal is adopted.
The proposal in its current form imposes
no limits on which nonlawyers can participate in the practice of law. It contains no
architecture for benign alternative business
structures. And it contains no “pilot project”
element. The pending petition asks the Arizona Supreme Court to become an island in
the American legal system, not merely dipping an exploratory toe in the water but irrevocably leaping off the cliff into a completely
uncharted future.
When you ask why no other state has
adopted such a proposal, bear these facts in
mind. Though some creative approaches to
systemic reform are doubtless worth study,
this proposal is simply not ready for prime
time.
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—continued from p. 34

If lawyers are permitted to participate in and the pressures they would bring would pressures of their corporate boards. Lawyers
this arena of varied business structures, they be the legal industry’s boogeyman is a myth. as well as anyone know how to handle prestoo will gain access to the same advantages. Lawyers already operate under the pressures sure.
The winners of this shift will include con- of profit-taking. Every spring we read about
As lawyers, we are committed to key, imsumers of legal services, who will see new the latest eye-popping profits-per-partner pactful duties, such as confidentiality (ER
ways to access legal help, at affordable pric- statistics for the AmLaw 100, and every fall 1.6), loyalty (ER 1.7), and professional ines, provided by lawyers (or, if the Supreme the equally eye-popping end-of-year asso- dependence (ER 1.8). The Task Force proCourt approves another recomposes no rule change that lessens
mendation of the task force, by
any of these obligations. The new
a new category of licensed legal
partnerships that will result by alThe argument against the rule change
technician).
lowing nonlawyers and lawyers to
is really an expression of a lack of
Arguments against eliminatbe in business together must preing ER 5.4 sometimes give voice
serve these and other fundamental
confidence in lawyers to do our jobs
to a nostalgic reaction to preserve
aspects of lawyering currently and
under changing market conditions.
an honorable profession and way
prospectively set forth in the Ethof life.
ics Rules. A lawyer who violates
In reality, the argument
them in the name of entrepreneuragainst the rule change is really an expression ciate bonuses for these same firms. Young ship will be disciplined accordingly.
of a lack of confidence in lawyers to do our associates labor under the billable hour and
Stated differently, allowing nonlawyer
jobs under changing market conditions. If collections requirements of their bar-cre- ownership does not mean any nonlawyer
lawyers are not prohibited from partnering dentialed employers. All practitioners navi- ownership structure or business practice
with nonlawyers, the argument implies, then gate the demands made by clients, partners, is permissible. The range of possibilities is
we will fail to preserve confidentiality, loyalty opposing counsel, judges, banks, landlords broad, but it is bounded by our core, fundaand professional independence.
and even family. Lawyers in industry and in- mental obligations to clients.
The idea that nonlawyer profit-seekers surance law departments already balance the
The rule changes proposed by the task
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force do not give nonlawyer investors and knows that accessing legal help involves tap- force recommendation to eliminate ER
managers any rights not already held by ping retirement accounts or credit cards, and 5.4 does not depend on such entity regulawyer investors and managers. Every law- mortgaging future plans and dreams. Even lation. The duties imposed by the Ethics
yer partner in a professional corporation well-funded clients actively pursue alterna- Rules apply to lawyers, irrespective of the
has the same right to profitabilbusiness structure in which they
ity that a nonlawyer would have.
practice. Law firms are not disEliminating ER 5.4 does not creciplined. Lawyers are. One lawAccessing legal help involves
ate this tension. Keeping ER 5.4
yer’s transgression is not, under
tapping retirement accounts or credit
does not alleviate it. Of all profesthe current system, imputed to
sions, though, lawyers are specialother partners unless that other
cards, and mortgaging future plans
ly equipped to create these new
partner individually committed
and dreams.
structures in a way that preserves
sanctionable conduct. In oththe fundamentals of our profeser words, we as lawyers have
sion.
the same duties, but there is no
The time to act is now. It may be true tives to traditional legal services—which is unified duty. We hold ourselves individually
that the attorney–client relationship is a why the fastest growing segment of employ- responsible, and we will continue to do so
sacred fiduciary relationship, but only for ers of lawyers is corporate law departments, moving forward.
those corporations and individuals wealthy not law firms or the government.
A final note concerning regulation of
enough to participate in our current sysentities.
Our Supreme Court is considertem. Increasingly, individuals and businesses
endnote
ing
proposals
on how to regulate entities
are looking for ways to avoid us altogether.
1. ABA Commission on Ethics 20/20
When this is not possible, affording legal in which nonlawyers may have ownership
Working Group on Alternative Business
help comes at a steep price. Anyone whose or managerial interests, and such regulation
Structures, April 5, 2011, available at
practice includes representing middle-class will undoubtedly play a helpful role to enhttps://bit.ly/2SJUNPj.
individuals or mom-and-pop businesses sure core duties are preserved, but the task
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